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With the new crib regulations it may be possible that you face a problem in selling off the old crib.
The U.S. Consumer Safety Product Commission banned the drop side cribs due to a large number
of infant deaths that were reported in accidents at home. With this report the convertible cribs got an
edge over the outlawed drop- side cribs. The fact that the convertible cribs do not have any drop
down sides, by the merit of its design itself, has given it a score. So now, when itâ€™s the time to go for
a new baby bedding, it will be wise for you to know some creative tutorials for giving a new life to
your older baby bedding.

1.	Turn the old crib into a place for storage.

You can turn out the old crib to make a place of storage by elevating the bottom of the crib as far as
it can go. Place the storage box beneath it to use the space. You can also use the place where your
baby used to sleep to put the stuff of your daily needs.

2.	Recycle your baby furniture to make chairs and a bench.

Make a bench out of an old crib by giving it a thorough cleaning. Remove one of the dowels and slid
the two pieces together. Then, use the brackets from the hardware store to connect all the three
pieces together. Add legs using the large dowels; give a couple of turnings for feet and more
brackets to have a bench.

3.	Inspire your child's mind by creating a work bench.

You can create an interesting work bench by simply removing the front side of the crib and giving a
black paint to the desk portion of it. Add some accessories to give an artistic look to inspire your
child's mind.

4.	Make a plate rack with your kids bedding.

Make a nice farmhouse style plate rack by mounting the side rail in your kitchen. If you have an
empty wall in your kitchen you can add some containers to give a tremendous amount of storage
space for all your spices, mixes and other daily needs which will help you to organize your kitchen
well!

All these creative ideas to revamp your baby bedding crib into other useful things will give you an
added value of money you have spent on them and moreover, prevent you from throwing away the
childhood memory of your baby!
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ideas about to use old Baby Bedding including the need of kids bedding, a Baby Furniture and
reuse of Baby bedding.
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